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Candidates accept a major undertaking when they sign up to run for elected 

office. Not only should they understand the job they are asking people to give them, they 

also need to know the people they are hoping to represent. This is more than just a 

courtesy; it is necessary to win. People do not vote for candidates who fail to COlmect 

with them. Candidates must organize campaigns that take time to understand their voters 

and develop messages that resonate with their lives, which brings in votes and makes 

candidates better public servants. 

This paper analyzes three 2012 political campaigns across Indiana. By delving 

into the demographic, psychographic, and political makeup of each district, we can better 

understand voters, and thereby how candidates must con1municate in order to win. As 

demonstrated in this research and analysis, not all public relations plans are created equal. 

Even though all of the races were for seats in the Indiana General Assembly, each one 

utilized significantly different public relations strategies and tactics. This is due in large 

part to the diverse voters who call these districts home. 
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Introduction 

Receiving more votes than your opponents is the number one indicator of a 

successful campaign. Political observers often gather around their televisions and 

fraternize with fellow politicos while watching election returns. Here, the focus is on 

numbers. Who got the most votes? Yet, the real results are more than just percentages. A 

winning campaign is supported by a winning public relations plan. Campaigns must set 

goals, develop a message, and then know how to communicate it. 

Through this paper, we will first examine the demographics of Indiana as a whole. 

Simply setting goals and communicating into the dark does not work, so it is crucial to 

determine what makes Hoosiers tick. How are they unique? From here, we delve into 

three 2012 campaigns for the Indiana General Assembly in different parts of the state. 

First, we have a district that spans urban and suburban areas across Marion and Hamilton 

Counties. This demographically and psychographically diverse district was home to 

arguably the most competitive race in Indiana that was not statewide. Second, we travel 

to rural Northeast Indiana to look at a race that placed a young newcomer against a slew 

of candidates, including a longtime community activist. The overwhelming Republican 

nature of the district meant that the real election for this seat was in the primary. Finally, 

we will settle into an Indiana House of Representatives race in rusting Muncie, Indiana, 

where industry might be gone, but union-influenced Democratic Party dominance still 

reins. How do campaigns tailor their message to their voters? Through these three very 

different districts and races, we will examine what comprises a truly effective public 

relations plan in a political campaign and gain a greater understanding of the people who 

call Indiana home. 
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Indiana Demographics 

Candidates must know the demographics of those who will be heading to the 

ballot box, or else face the consequences of a lost election. In Indiana, a state with nearly 

6.5 million residents, this can be a challenge. Known as the "Crossroads of America," 

Indiana is honle to roads that wind through a state with varying populations, industries 

and, landscapes. Before looking at the demographics of each district, it is crucial to first 

place them in their context by examining Indiana's demographics as a whole. 

Population 

Indiana's population has increased steadily through the last fifty years. As the 

graph below indicates, Indiana's population has grown steadily through each census. 

Between 2000 and 2010, Indiana's population grew from 6,080,485 to 6,483,802, an 

increase of 6.22 percent. While this increase is population in certainly substantial, it is 

less than the 8.85 percent population increase of the United States during the sanle 

period. This population increase caused shifts in the size and geography of many House 

and Senate districts for the Indiana General Assembly, but left Indiana with no change in 

its nurrlber of Congressional seats ("State-Level Census Counts, 1900 to 2010"). 

Households 

The 2010 American Community Survey, an in-depth version of the decennial 

census, shows that Indiana has 2.5 million households, each averaging 2.6 people. Family 

is clearly inlportant to most Hoosiers, since 67 percent of households are families. 

Families are defined as both married couples and single heads of household with 
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children. One third of households have one or more members who are 18 years old or 

younger. Nearly one fourth of these households (24 percent) include at least one member 

who is 65 years old or above. These percentages are aln10st identical nationally. 

Indiana's 6.5 million residents live in 2.5 million occupied housing units. The vast 

majority of these (70 percent) are owner occupied, with 30 percent of Hoosiers living in 

rental units. The national figures are slightly lower, where 65 percent of homes are owner 

occupied and 35 percent are rented. More than three-quarters of the owner occupied units 

in Indiana have mortgages, with a national percentage that again is slightly lower. Six 

percent of households in Indiana have no vehicle, which is slightly lower than the 

national average. Meanwhile, 21 percent of households in Indiana have three or more 

cars, almost identical to the national percentage. ("Population and Housing Narrative 

Profile"). 

Nationality and Language 

Of everyone living in Indiana, only five percent are foreign-born. This means that 

the vast majority of people living in Indiana were born in the United States. A majority of 

Hoosiers, 68 percent, were born in Indiana, meaning they still live in the state in which 

they were born. Of those who were born outside the United States, a plurality, 47.6 

percent are native to Latin America. The next largest group comes from Asia, at 29.4 

percent, followed by Europe at 14.1 percent and Africa at 6.3 percent. 

English is the most widely spoken language at home in Indiana, at 92 percent. 

However, the segment speaking a different language at home is significant, especially in 

a state where the margin between winning and losing candidates is frequently smaller 
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than eight percent. Of this segment, 55 percent speak Spanish. This means that 

tlrroughout the state placing some communication in Spanish might be of use 

("Population and Housing Narrative Profile"), 

Education 

Hoosiers have a wide range of education levels. The largest segment of Hoosiers 

just has a high school diploma, at 36 percent. However, 22.7 percent of Hoosiers have a 

bachelor's degree or higher. Thirteen percent of Hoosiers have less than a high school 

diploma, while 20.9 percent have taken some college courses and 7.5 percent have earned 

an associate's degree. The breakdown is similar nationally. More Hoosiers count a high 

school diploma as their highest education level than nationally (28.5 percent), but fewer 

Hoosiers did not finish high school than the national average (14.4 percent). Following a 

sin1ilar trend, 28.1 percent of Americans have a bachelor's degree or higher, which is 

higher than the statewide percentage. This broad range means that candidates must be 

prepared to communicate with voters who have wide ranging levels of education 

("Population and Housing Narrative Profile"). 

Employment 

An approximated 57 percent of Hoosiers over 16 years of age were employed in 

2011. Of those employed, 82.9 percent where employed in the private sector, 12 percent 

were employed by government, and 4.9 percent were self-employed. Across the state, a 

plurality of Hoosier workers were employed in the educational services, health care, and 

social assistance industry, at 23.2 percent. While manufacturing certainly has faced recent 
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struggles, it remains a powerhouse of Indiana's economy, employing 18.3 percent of 

Hoosiers in 2010. Surprisingly, only 1.6 percent of Hoosiers are employed in the 

agriculture, forestry, fishing, hunting, and n1ining industry. With the substantial focus 

many statewide candidates place on agricultural policy, it only directly influences the 

professional life of a minority of workers. However, Indiana has many agriculture-related 

businesses that are indirectly affected and not included in these figures. ("Population and 

Housing Narrative Profile"). 

Unfortunately, with only 57 percent of Hoosiers working, this means that a large 

number of people in Indiana are classified as unemployed. In 2010 the annual average 

unemployment rate was 10.2 percent and in 2011 it was 9.0 percent ("Am1ual 

Unemployment Rates"). This was very close to the national rate of 9.6 percent in 2010 

and 8.9 percent in 2011 ("Labor Force Statistics"). 

In order to get to work, 83.8 percent of Hoosiers drove alone, while 8.5 percent 

carpooled, and one percent took public transportation. More Hoosiers drive to work alone 

than the national rate. Across the United States, 76.6 percent of workers drive alone, 9.7 

percent carpool, and 4.9 percent take public transportation. The divide between the 

national and Indiana numbers is interesting as it relates to the hot-button issue of mass 

transit ("Population and Housing Narrative Profile"). 

Income 

The median household income for someone working in Indiana was $44,613 in 

2010. This is lower than the national median household income of $50,046. Fourteen 

percent of both Hoosier and American households made less than $15,000 per year, while 

five percent of Hoosier households and eight percent of American households brought in 
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more than $150,000 per year. A total of 15 percent of Hoosiers are formally considered 

impoverished, including 11 percent of all families and 32 percent of families lead by a 

female with no male present. These poverty numbers are almost identical to the national 

rates. 

For Hoosiers, most household income comes from job earnings, at 78.2 percent. 

This is certainly substantial, along with the 29.2 percent of earnings that come from 

Social Security benefits. Obviously, these numbers are not mutually exclusive, indicating 

that some households receive income from both en1ployment and Social Security. The 

rates again are very similar to their national counterparts. With both of these large 

percentages, the debate concerning entitlement spending certainly is important in Indiana 

("Population and Housing Narrative Profile"). 

Candidate 1: Scott Schneider for State Senate, District 30 

Where is Senate District 30? 

This district is unique. While many districts are primarily in one county with 

small portions in neighboring counties, District 30 seems to be evenly split between 

Hamilton and Marion Counties. This area is in the center of the state. It incl udes Clay and 

Delaware Townships in Hamilton County and Washington and Lawrence Townships in 

Marion County. Key municipalities within District 30 are Carmel, Fishers, and 

Indianapolis ("District 30 Map"). 
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District 30 Demographics 

Hamilton County is popularly known as a higher-end, ethically homogeneous 

suburb in the Indianapolis area. Carmel, for example, is predominately Caucasian; 

however, this group really dominates only a slightly higher percentage of the city, 85.4 

percent, than the Indiana average of 84.3 percent. Of note, a large population of Hoosiers 

of Asian decent call Carmel home, at 8.9 percent, significantly higher than the Indiana 

average of 1.6 percent. Significantly fewer blacks and Hispanics live in Carmel than the 

state average, at 3 and 2.5 percent respectively ("Carmel (city), Indiana"). Fishers shows 

almost identical demographics, with a Caucasian population dominating 85.6 percent of 

the city's residents. Again, compared to the state average this town is overpopulated with 

people of Asian decent, while under-populated with black and Hispanics ("Fishers 

(town), Indiana"). Interestingly, however, n10re Hamilton County residents are foreign

born than the state average of 4.4 percent. Carmel's population is 9.8 percent foreign

born and Fishers's foreign-born population is 6.8 percent. Additionally, more households 

than the state average in Hamilton County speak a language other than English at home, 

which is 7.8 percent. In Carmel, 12.7 percent of households do not speak English at home 

and in Fishers, the figure is 10.4 percent ("Carmel (city), Indiana" and "Fishers (city), 

Indiana"). 

Education, housing pnces, and median household income also differentiate 

Hamilton County from other parts of Indiana. In Carmel, almost everyone has at least a 

high school diploma, at 97.8 percent, compared to the Indiana average of 86.2 percent. 

This contrast can again be seen with residents holding at least a bachelor's degree, which 

is 66 percent in Carmel and 22.4 percent statewide ("Carmel (city), Indiana"). The same 
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trend can be seen in Fishers, where 98.5 percent of residents have at least a high school 

diploma and 61.8 percent have at least a bachelor's degree ("Fishers (town), Indiana"). 

Carmel's median home value is $286,300 and Fishers's median value is $207,600. Both 

of these are substantially higher than the statewide median home value of $123,000. The 

median household income in Carmel is $101,494 and it is $89,407 in Fishers. The 

statewide average for household income is $44,613. While many might suggest this 

income discrepancy is due an older population living in Hamilton County, this would be 

incorrect. Only 10.4 percent of Carmel residents and 5.5 percent of Fishers residents are 

over 65 years of age. This is lower than the state average of 13 percent of Hoosiers over 

65 years old. Both municipality's populations are middle-aged, comparably wealthy, and 

educated ("Carmel (city), Indiana" and "Fishers (city), Indiana"). 

The northern Marion County area included in District 30 is similar to its Hamilton 

County counterpart. While slightly lower than in Hamilton County, this section of the 

district still boasts a 95 percent high school graduation rate. The area's population 

holding at least a bachelor's degree is still an impressive 56 percent. Residents earn 

$54,655 as their median household income, with only five percent of the area living 

below the poverty line. More than half of the area's population works in a management 

or professional setting (55 percent). An overwhelming 86 percent of the area is 

Caucasian, but significant black (nine percent) and Hispanic (two percent) populations 

also live here. This section of the county's average age is 35.8 years. This might seem 

young, but more than 16 percent of the area's population is over 60 years of age ("The 

Skinny on Indianapolis, IN"). 
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District 30 Psycho graphics 

Beyond just demographics, it is important to know about the average lifestyles of 

the people in any given district. Just as District 30 is diverse demographically, it is also 

diverse when it comes to psychographics. According to Nielsen's PRIZM data, people in 

the Hamilton County city of Carmel enjoy life's finer things. PRIZM's "Blue Blood 

Estates" segment, for example, is a place of "manicured lawns, high-end cars, and 

exclusive private clubs." People in this segment enjoy playing tennis and reading 

magazines such as Architectural Digest. Two PRIZM segments that are also prevalent in 

Carmel include "Upper Crust" and "Movers and Shakers." Though in different stages in 

life, neither category has children at home. This, coupled with their large salaries 

predominately from management positions, allows them to drive Mercedes cars, watch 

the Golf Channel, attend hockey games, and shop at J. Crew. Categories such as "Upward 

Bound" are also prevalent in Carmel. As the name suggests, members of this segment are 

still working their way up the social ladder to the segments that surround them. This 

group is made up of "legendary Soccer Moms and Dads," buys toys online, and drives 

large SUVs, such as the Toyota Sequoia ("46032: ZIP Code Look-Up"). 

Fishers, also in Hamilton County, has many similar PRIZM categories. The "Kids 

& Cul-de-sacs" segment, for example, is similar to the "Upward Bound" category found 

in Carmel. This professionally employed group lives in new subdivisions, watches the 

Disney Chmmel, and buys educational toys. This is contrasted against the "Brite Lites, 

Li'l City" category, made of middle-aged "chic sophisticates" who lack children and 

enjoy the latest technology. It is also contrasted with "Up-and-Comers," who have 
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recently graduated from college, enjoy physical activity such as karate, and still watch 

MTV ("46037: ZIP Code Look-up"). 

The northern Indianapolis suburbs of Marion County also produce an interesting 

psychographic mix of voters. A large "Gray Power" segment, for example, calls the area 

home. As Americans are living longer, healthier lives, this group lives independently, 

spending its time watching Masterpiece Theater and going to veteran clubs. Middle-aged 

segments such as "Suburban Sprawl" and "Home Sweet Home" enjoy a casual, 

comfortable lifestyle that includes watching television, playing trivia games, and caring 

for pets. Younger segments also flock to this area of the district; however, their 

psychographic profiles differ significantly. "Young Influentials," once known as yuppies, 

are "preoccupied with balancing work and leisure purists." This contrasts with the "New 

Beginnings" segment, whose members are also just starting their careers. This group, 

however, has a more modest lifestyle. All of these groups, nevertheless, are quite 

independent ("46220: ZIP Code Look-up"). 

District 30 Political Snapshot 

There certainly appears to be a reason why The Daily Caller, an online political 

news website, ranks Hamilton County as the fifth most conservative county in the nation 

(Palko). In 2008, Republican presidential candidate John McCain won the county by an 

astonishing 22.3 percentage points. He received 60.8 percent of the vote, while 

Democratic candidate Barack Obama won only 38.5 percent. As a whole, however, 

Marion County voted for Obama. Obama received 63.8 percent, leaving McCain with 

only 35.4 percent of the vote. Obama's 28.4 percent margin of victory in Marion County 
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means that candidates must not overlook the tendency of this portion of the district to 

support a Democratic candidate. ("Indiana President Map"). 

The Senate District 30 seat was last up for election in 2008. Through the 2011 

redistricting process, most of the district's borders remained in place. In the race between 

Republican incumbent Teresa Lubbers, Democratic challenger Todd DeGroff, and 

Libertarian Steve Keltner, Lubbers won with 55.8 percent. DeGroff received 37 percent 

of the vote, while Keltner came in a distant third with 7.2 percent. This gave Lubbers an 

18.8 percent margin of victory over her closest opponent. This decisive victory for the 

Republican candidate further indicates the substantial Republican leanings of the district. 

Any Democratic candidate would face an uphill battle in the district, while the 

Republican is at a clear advantage ("2008 Indiana Election Report"). 

Candidate Information 

Scott Schneider is a candidate who brings years of both public and private 

expenence to his campaIgn for the District 30 Indiana Senate seat. A native of 

Indianapolis, Schneider attended Heritage Christian School and then Indiana Wesleyan 

University, where he gained leadership experience as the captain of both his 

intercollegiate basketball and soccer teams. At Indiana Wesleyan, Schneider double 

majored in business administration and political science and earned a mInor In 

economIcs. After graduating, Schneider went to work for his family business In 

Indianapolis, Mister Ice, which sells and leases commercial ice machines. Schneider 

served on the Indianapolis City-County Council for eight years, from 1999 through 2007. 
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While serving on the council, Schneider received the "Friend of the Taxpayer" award 

from Taxpayers for Accountability in Government ("About Scott"). 

In July 2009, an Indiana Senate seat became available when Teresa Lubbers 

stepped down from the District 30 seat so she could accept a job as Indiana's 

Commissioner of Higher Education. Republicans gathered and selected Schneider to 

serve the remainder of Lubber's four-year term. In the Indiana Senate, Schneider serves 

on the Senate Committees on Education and Career Development, Energy and 

Environmental Affairs, Pensions and Labor, and Utilities and Technology ("About Sen. 

Scott Schneider"). 

In addition to his duties as an Indiana Senator, Schneider serves on the boards for 

the Indiana School for the Blind and Indianapolis Right to Life. He is married with five 

children ("About Scott"). 

About the Race 

Schneider would appear to have a significant advantage in this race: He is the 

incumbent. Sc1meider was not challenged in the May 8 primary, allowing him to win with 

100 percent of the vote. This gave him significant time to prepare for the general election, 

while many districts across the state were still determining which candidates would 

compete in November. A significant number of the district's Republicans, 16,565, voted 

in the prinlary, while only 4,714 Democrats did. This suggests an early enthusiasm 

advantage for the Republican ("2012 Indiana Election Report"). 

Schneider faced Democrat Tim DeLaney and Libertarian F.C. Peterson in the 

November 8 general election. DeLaney comes from a political family. He is the son of 
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State Representative Ed DeLaney and fonner Indiana Democratic Chairwoman Ann 

DeLaney. This added name recognition has made the race competitive in an area where 

Republicans traditionally might have a slight advantage (SheIla). 

The results in this general election showdown were very close, but in the end 

Schneider walked away with the win. He received 49.4 percent of the vote, while 

DeLaney received 48.0 percent and Peterson received 2.7 percent. Schneider's margin of 

victory over DeLaney came down to just 975 votes ("State Senator: Election Results"). 

SWOT Analysis 

Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats 
Schneider -Is the 

incumbent, 
which is 
typically a large 
advantage. 
-Has strong 
community 
connections 
with business 
and City-
County Council 
expenence 

-Lacks 
substantial 
name 
identification, 
since not 
originally 
elected in 
typical election 

-Has resources 
to plan 
campaIgn 
strategy ahead 
-District's 
political 
leanings are 
more 
Republican 
than Democrat 
-District has 
many religious 
and community 
groups that 
could support 
Schneider after 
becoming 
familiar with 
him 

-Schneider's 
record on some 
social issues 
could be used 
against him 
-Marion County 
comn1unities 
are very 
independent, 
and could be 
difficult to 
bring on board 
-District's 
residents are 
very busy, 
which makes it 
difficult to find 
regular 
volunteers 

DeLaney -Strong name 
recognition 
because of 
family 
-Has an 
organized 
support base 
out of 

-Fairly young 
and 
inexperienced 
candidate who 
could be 
overwhelmed 
by the 
competitive 

-Young 
candidate who 
could connect 
with "Young 
Influentials" 
and other 
similar 
psychographic 

-Family 
connections 
could be 
liability for 
some voters 
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Indianapolis race segments 
-Could likely 
fundraise well 
with family 
connections 

The PR Plan 

The Schneider campaign had a decision to make. Going in, they knew that they 

would have a challenging race. The DeLaney name would be very familiar to voters, and 

often voters simply cast their ballot for the name they recognize. Even though Schneider 

was the incumbent, he was not elected by the district at large, but by local Republicans to 

finish the term of another elected Republican. They knew that DeLaney's principle 

message would comprise of attacks against Schneider. So, should they come out early 

and fight the attacks, or should they try to stay above the fray as long as possible? 

After testing some messages and developing key messages based on research, the 

campaign started an introduction phase. Since this was Schneider's first tin1e actually 

running across the district, they needed to tell voters about his background, experience, 

and positions. This included proactively talking about issues they knew the DeLaney 

campaign would use to attack Schneider. After introducing Schneider, they entered the 

contrast phase, also known as negative campaigning, where they showed differences 

between Schneider and DeLaney. According to Matt Zapfe, the Schneider campaign 

manager, some people thought their race was more negative than the very competitive 

u.S. Senate race happening at the same time. Through all of this, Schneider's campaign 

focused on basic public relations objectives such as awareness, acceptance, and action. 

~ 	Awareness: Awareness seems basic, but it certainly occupied a substantial amount 

of campaign energy. It started with the introduction, but it really continued into a 
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discussion of the issues. After doing some basic testing, they found that 

controversial issues tackled in past legislative sessions such as education reform 

and right to work all tested well. They therefore made it a goal to have most 

voters associate the work done in the Indiana General Assen1bly on these issues 

with Schneider. They also wanted to make sure that voters knew that an 

overwhelming majority of the bills passed by the Indiana Senate with Schneider's 

support were bipartisan. The message all of this sent was that Schneider was 

focused on the big issues of the day, but he also was a reasonable candidate who 

really was not as partisan as his opponent said he was. 

~ 	Acceptance: The campaign's awareness and acceptance objectives go together. 

They needed a plurality of voters to accept that Schneider was not obsessively 

partisan and focused on big issues. However, they also had to identify and counter 

the DeLaney campaign's attacks before they came. They needed to make sure that 

voters accepted the opposition's attacks as false and unfair. They knew that 

DeLaney would say that Schneider was a "women hater," a "union hater," an 

"extren1e Tea Party radical," and "negative on education." They therefore 

developed tactics to share their acceptance message to combat these attacks. 

~ 	Action: Since there are three candidates in this race, the campaign needed a 

plurality of voters to vote for Schneider. However, they also needed people to 

take action by volunteering and telling their friends about the candidate. 

Campaign workers did not set an exact goal to meet with finding volunteers, but 

they certainly needed enough to help spread their awareness and acceptance 

messages. 
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When communicating these messages, campaign workers had several key publics 

In mind. Because of the independent nature of the district, they targeted political 

independents and moderates, since they could potentially put them over the top on 

Election Night. They also specifically targeted single-issue voters, since the campaign's 

focus on issues such as education reform and right to work was likely to resonate with 

these voters. Women also comprised a very important target public, since they spent 

significant energy combating DeLaney's attack that Schneider hates women. These key 

publics are very similar to the segments described in the psychographic analysis, such as 

"Movers and Shakers," "Up-and-Comers," and "Home Sweet Home." The campaign also 

significantly focused on micro targeting. This was a necessary activity in such a diverse 

district where not all voters will respond to the same message. An excellent example of 

this would be independent female voters who have children in one of the district's many 

private schools. They are very interested in education, so comn1unicating with them about 

school choice would likely resonate. 

As part of a general awareness strategy, Schneider primarily focused on television 

advertisements. Most campaigns would probably find a prolonged use of television to be 

too expensive. However, because of the fundraising dollars being brought in by both 

campaigns in this race, television was an affordable and efficient way to spread their 

message. 

Tactics used within the campaign's awareness strategies include: 

~ 	First TV advertisement: The first advertisement for the Schneider campaign 

started airing during the summer. This allowed them to occupy a position in 

voters' minds first, before DeLaney even had a chance to start meeting and 
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talking to large groups of voters. The advertisement introduces Schneider and his 

family and describes how he has worked through his first term to improve jobs 

and move Indiana forward. The voiceover then talks about Schneider's work to 

help create jobs, in1prove education, and n1ake college tuition more affordable, 

while showing footage of Schneider busy working on these issues. As political 

commercials go, it is very positive. 

~ 	Lauren Schneider advertisement: With a few weeks left in the campaign, they 

started airing a television advertisement featuring Schneider's daughter, Lauren. 

She talks through the advertisement about how her father wants to make 

Indianapolis and Indiana better places to live. She says that he "always tries to do 

the right thing" and that he is a "kind person." She appeals specifically to women 

and combats attacks that her father hates women by describing her parent's 

marriage. She says that he models respectful behavior. Her interview is interlaced 

with footage of Schneider with his family and sends a positive message about 

women without coming out and directly addressing the negative attacks. This 

advertisement certainly leaves viewers with a positive perception. 

After creating awareness, it was necessary to turn the awareness into acceptance 

for a plurality of voters. Because acceptance is more difficult to achieve than awareness, 

the campaign at this stage needed to provide voters with enough information for them to 

sign on with their support. The campaign primarily did this through an abundance of 

issue-based information. 

Tactics used within the campaign's acceptance strategies include: 
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> 	Website: The campaigns' website, SchneiderforSenate.com, housed a wealth of 

infonnation for voters to find with a simple online search. When voters entered 

the website's homepage, they were greeted with the campaign branding colors 

and a Y ouTube video introducing Schneider. Without even needing to scroll 

down, voters could contribute financially, express their interest in volunteering, 

email the website link to their friends, or share the website through their personal 

social media pages. Scrolling down, voters could read campaign press releases, 

check if they live within District 30, and connect with the can1paign through 

social media. All of this infonnation is very helpful, but the website acts as an 

acceptance tactic primarily because of the "About" and "Issues" pages. By 

reading Schneider's biography, voters could connect with him and discover if he 

shares their values. On the "Issues" page, voters saw several paragraphs about 

Schneider's positions on jobs, education, protecting taxpayers, and open, honest 

government. After looking through all of this information, voters are positioned 

perfectly to move from awareness to acceptance. 

> 	Property Tax Caps Advertisement: At a candidate forum, DeLaney said that he 

would not have voted to add property tax caps to the Indiana Constitution. Since 

the demographic analysis of the district shows that many homes in the district are 

quite valuable, it is understandable why the Schneider campaign released a 

television advertisement using DeLaney's own words on this issue against him. 

The commercial shows Schneider working with Governor Daniels to pass 

property tax caps and explains how not passing it would have hurt jobs and 

property owners in the district. At the end it shows a picture of DeLaney and the 

http:SchneiderforSenate.com
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words "Tim DeLaney: We Can't Afford Him." While this advertisement is 

certainly negative, it contrasts the two candidates and moves voters who 

supported capping property taxes closer to Schneider's comer. 

>- Extreme Advertisement: The television advertisement "Extren1e" is quite extreme. 

It follows the previous advertisement and uses scare tactics to explain the negative 

effects of not adding property tax caps to the Indiana Constitution. It shows 

pictures of elderly people and says, "Some may lose their homes because they 

can't afford tax burden." While this advertisen1ent probably crosses the line 

between fair contrast and pure scare tactics, it does effectively outline the two 

candidates' differences on this important issue. 

>- Large mailer: The campaign utilized direct mail to send detailed information 

about Schneider directly to voters' n1ailboxes. The front of this n1ailer includes a 

personal note from Schneider, where he discusses a "need for government to be 

fiscally responsible" and his dedication to balanced budgets. This side includes 

many pictures, but the largest one shows Schneider working directly with 

Governor Daniels, who is very popular in the district. The back of the mailer 

includes a headline that highlights Schneider's 99 percent voting record, which 

reinforces that "he will never walk off the job--even when the going gets tough." 

The left side of the mailer discusses how he is a "job creator and accountable 

public servant," while the mailer's right side includes detailed bullet points on 

jobs and education. Most people would likely glance through this and throw it 

away; however, voters who were really interested in accepting the message would 

read through it and see if they agreed. 
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After generating acceptance and identifying supporters, the campaign cOl11pleted 

perhaps their most important objective, getting people to take action. They needed people 

to first volunteer, and then to show up on Election Day. While they certainly utilized 

traditional get out the vote strategies such as phone banking and door-to-door, they 

combined it with an active use of social media and another direct mail piece. 

Tactics used within the campaign's action strategies include: 

Y 	 Social media: According to Lauren Schneider, Senator Sclmeider himself did 

most of his own social media postings. This really shows, as all the posts have a 

very personal touch that can only truly come from the candidate him or herself. 

The campaign's Facebook page was linked to Twitter, so everything posted to 

Facebook also showed up automatically on Twitter. If the campaign just did this, 

though, then it would have lacked the personal touch on Twitter. Sclmeider, 

however, also added messages just for Twitter and responded to individual 

Tweets sent to him. The content shared on these mediums included everything 

from news on third-party endorsements to pictures of events Schneider attended. 

By keeping cOlmected in this personal way, voters were more likely to take action 

and vote. 

y 	 Postcard: This direct mail piece is similar to the large mailer sent out earlier in 

the campaign. However, the personal touch from this mailer creates a strong 

connection with the voter. The front of the postcard has pictures of Sclmeider 

talking with voters and in big letters says "Scott Sclmeider. Staying Focused On: 

Great schools for our Kids. High-paying jobs for Indiana." It is bright and is 

consistent with the campaign's branding, so people will identify it auton1atically 
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when they open their mailbox. The back has a personal note from Schneider 

explaining what he has accomplished in his first term, including property-tax 

caps, education refonn, and right to work. He writes that he is a citizen legislator 

and really working for his constituents. He then signs the short letter and gives 

voters his phone number if they want to call him. By making it seem like he is 

personally asking for their vote, people move closer to actually taking action. 

Evaluation of Effectiveness 

As perhaps the most competitive race for the Indiana General Assembly in 2012, 

the Schneider campaign was obviously quite complex and the above analysis is certainly 

simplified. The campaign ran on all cylinders for many months and utilized numerous 

strategies and tactics. A few attributes of the district stand out in the demographic and 

psychographic analysis. The people in both parts of the district seen1 to hold different 

values. Segments in Marion County range from "Grey Power" to "Young Influentials." 

These communities are known to be fiercely independent, so gaining their vote is more 

challenging than just running slick advertisements like the ones described. The 

burgeoning growth and wealth of Hamilton County communities gives rise to segments 

such as "Movers and Shakers" and "Upward Bound." These communities have a political 

history of supporting Republican candidates, so maintaining this base of support was 

necessary for Schneider to even have a chance of winning. Keeping all of this mind, the 

campaign targeted precise voter segments with specific messages, while all fitting into 

the overall messaging outlined above. 
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The initial messaging behind the awareness and acceptance objectives were very 

thorough. Schneider needed to combat the attacks his campaign knew were coming as 

soon as possible. They did this quite effectively with the way they framed his 

introduction to the district. By simply including his family and letting his daughter 

narrate one of the advertisements, they negated DeLaney's attacks without even 

mentioning them. They also were very effective with the campaign's awareness 

objective. In everything from their direct mail pieces to their television advertisements, 

they positioned Schneider as the fair-minded candidate who was involved directly in big 

issues like education reform and right to work. This promoted the narrative that 

DeLaney's attacks were simply baseless. 

While Schneider certainly found success with his awareness and acceptance 

objectives, the campaign's most effective tactics fit into the action objective. On Election 

Day, the campaign that gets his or her supporters to the polls wins. To show up, voters 

need to remain engaged and feel like their vote matters. By sending out a postcard with a 

note personally asking for the recipient's vote, the campaign helped convince voters that 

it was very important that they voted. Many people in the district are young and 

technologically savvy, so they no doubt appreciated the ease of comn1unicating with 

Schneider through social media. Keeping active on these platforms was certainly a huge 

positive for the campaign that might have helped put them over the top. 

Perhaps the only weakness of the Schneider campaign was just how negative they 

went against their opponent. A quick glance at the advertisement "Extreme" shows that 

they were not afraid of scaring voters to gain their vote. Of course, in this race the 

negative attacks went both ways. Negative campaigning is effective, or else it would not 
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be used, but perhaps it would have been possible to show a contrast on the issue of 

property tax caps without resorting to such hyperbolic attacks. 

Candidate 2: David Ober for State Representative, District 82 

Where is District 82? 

Located in Northeast Indiana, this rural district is located north of Fort Wayne. 

District 82 is dominated by Noble County. However, it also includes small sections of 

Allen, Elkhart, LaGrange, and Whitley Counties. The district's population centers include 

Kendallville, Churubusco, Ligonier, and Albion ("Indiana House of Representatives"). 

District 82 Demographics 

District 82 is a very homogeneous. Noble County, which includes almost the 

entire district, is 97.5 percent Caucasian, which is significantly higher than the state 

average of 86.8 percent. Less than one percent of Noble County's population is black, 

though 9.8 percent of the county's residents are Hispanic, which is higher than the state 

average. Foreign-born citizens make up 5.3 percent of this county. Noble County appears 

to have average-aged citizens, with 26.6 percent under the age of 18 and 12.9 percent 

over the age of 65. The county's median household income is $45,818, just slightly over 

the state average of $44,613. This leads to a substantial 77.4 percent of residents owning 

their own home. This is again slightly higher than the home ownership statewide figure 

of 70 percent. High school diplomas are held by 81.2 percent of residents, while only 13 

percent hold at least a bachelor's degree. These figures are both lower than the state 
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average. Most people here are employed by the private sector, with the largest segment's 

residents working in manufacturing, at 32.8 percent ("Noble County, Indiana"). 

District 82 Psycho graphics 

Just as District 82 is fairly homogeneous demographically, many trends can be 

found while examining the district's lifestyle information. Kendallville, the district's 

largest population center, has several similar segments. Members of the "Bedrock 

America" segment, for exan1ple, make the most of their economically challenged 

situation. These large families enjoy spending their days fishing, hunting, hiking, and 

camping. Members of an older though similar segment, "Crossroads Villagers," are 

known for their self-reliance, often feeding themselves through fishing, gardening, and 

hunting. Even the district's mid-incon1e segments enjoy several of the same pastimes. 

Members of the "Kid Country, USA" segment are noted for their large families and 

economical shopping habits. "The Mayberry-ville" segment members have lucrative 

blue-collar jobs and modestly priced homes, so members use their extra dollars on items 

such as campers and boats to support their outdoor hobbies. While members of the group 

"Red, While & Blues," however, are transitioning fron1 blue-collar work to service

industry jobs, they still enjoy reading magazines such as Four Wheeler and shopping at 

do-it-yourself home improvement stores such as Lowe's ("46755: ZIP Code Look-Up"). 

Churubusco, Ligonier, and Albion have very similar segments. The descriptively

named segment of "Shotguns & Pickups" in Albion has members who are noted for being 

"young, working-class couples with large families, living in small homes and 

manufactured units." The area's upper-middle class segments also have similar interests. 
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"Big Sky Families" enjoy team sports and spend substantial sums of money on sporting 

equipment to entertain their large families. "Traditional Times" segment members are 

older, and enjoy spending time outside in recreational vehicles and campers (,,47306: ZIP 

Code Look-Up"). 

District 82 Political Snapshot 

In 2008, the majority of Noble County voters cast their ballot for Republican 

presidential candidate John McCain. McCain won by 15.4 percentage points. The results 

of that election gave McCain 57 percent of the vote, while Democratic candidate Barack 

Obama received 41.6 percent of the vote. This margin of victory by the Republican 

candidate is substantial ("Indiana President Map"). 

Because District 82 is a new district geographically, it's necessary to examine the 

previous districts that occupied the area, House Districts 83 and 52, to gather information 

about the area's political leanings. In District 83, Republican candidate Kathy Heuer beat 

Democratic candidate Wary McCalester three to one in 2010. Heuer received an 

astonishing 75 percent of the vote, while McCalester only revived 25 percent. District 52 

had a similar situation. Republican candidate David Yarde won with 67.5 percent of the 

vote, while Democratic candidate Steve Smart received 28.2 percent and the Libertarian 

candidate received 4.2 percent. Yarde beat Smart by 39.3 percentage points, illustrating 

again the strong Republican leanings of the district ("2010 Indiana Election Report"). 
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Candidate Information 

David Ober will be the youngest member of either caucus in the Indiana General 

Assembly. The 25-year-old Republican candidate in Indiana House District 82 does not 

shy away from his youth, but sees it as just an additional hurdle to jump in the electoral 

process. While short on years, Ober is anything but short on experience. 

Ober is from Albion, Indiana, where he attended Central Noble High School. He 

then attended Purdue University Calumet, earning a degree in computer graphics 

technology. In college, the leadership and political bugs bit Ober, where he took an active 

role in student government. He ran for Student Body President and won handily. While 

serving as president, Ober tackled important student issues, such as textbook pricing and 

fall break. During his time in college, Ober also con1pleted an internship with Proctor and 

Gamble in Cincinnati. 

After graduating, Ober returned home to Albion. There he gained a job with KPC 

Media Group Inc. as a web designer and developer. During this time, Ober took his 

political participation beyond the walls of Purdue Calumet. He ran for the Noble County 

Council; however, he lost in the primary. He quickly regrouped and becan1e the Noble 

County Young Republican Chairman, the Third Congressional District Co-Chairman of 

the Indiana Federation of Young Republicans, and a member of the Albion Lions Club. 

He also gained a seat on the Noble County Public Library Board of Trustees and became 

active with youth ministry at Berean Baptist Church. With this renewed experience, Ober 

entered the local Indiana House race and accepted a new job as a web developer for 

Cirrus ABS in Fort Wayne, Indiana ("Interview with David Ober"). 
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About the Race 

District 82 was a new district, bearing almost no resemblance to the previous 

district with the same number. It previously was south of Fort Wayne, with Jeff Espich 

serving as the district's representative. Rather than move or challenge an incumbent, 

Espich decided to retire, which meant that the race lacked an incumbent. This created the 

perfect opportunity for new candidates to enter the race. Ober officially joined the race in 

January 2012, not missing a moment of potential campaigning. In the Indiana Republican 

primary on May 8, Ober gained 47 percent of the vote against three opponents. Denise 

Lemmon, the executive director of the literacy organization LEAP of Noble County and 

Kendallville resident, was his closest competitor. She gained 43 percent of the primary 

vote. The two top candidates were only separated by 266 votes. The other two candidates 

were Mike Craywood, an elenlentary school principal from Huntertown and Wes Ortell 

of Wolcottville, a semi-retired man who was affiliated with the Lunch Pail Republicans, a 

pro-union political action committee. Craywood gained seven percent of the prinlary 

vote, while Ortell gained 3 percent ("2012 Indiana Election Report"). 

Ober faced Democrat Mike Wilber in the general election on November 6. He is a 

sheet metal worker, volunteer firefighter, and union leader from LaOtto, Indiana 

("Interview with David Ober"). Here Ober won with a much larger margin of victory. He 

received 67.7 percent of the vote, while Wilber only received 32.3 percent ("State 

Representative: Election Results"). 
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SWOT Analysis 

Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats 
Ober -Ran a very 

organized 
campaIgn 
-Very disciplined 
with staying on a 
message that 
resonates with the 
district 

-Age: Ober is 
only 25 and has 
limited 
experIence. 
-Hasn't had as 
long to make 
connections, so 
fundraising can 
be harder 

-District 82 is 
very 
conservative 
-Connections 
with some 
insiders gave 
him 
endorsements 
that increased 
creditability 

-District 
psychographic 
segments such as 
"Shotguns & 
Pickups," support 
Ober's positions 
(example, 2nd 

amendment). 

Lemmon -Has experience 
in the community 
at literacy 
organization 
-Connections 
with 
"establishment" 
Republicans for 
fundraising 

-First time 
candidate, so 
does not have 
experIence 
politically 
-Could lack 
deep 
understanding 
of the issues 

-Had stronger 
name 
identification 
among voters 
because of 
community 
involvement 

-"Establishment" 
candidacy could 
be considered a 
bad thing among 
independent 
mined 
conservative 
voters in the 
district 

Craywood -Has a strong 
understanding 
and creditability 
on education 
Issues 

-Lack of deep 
understanding 
of issues 
beyond 
education 

-Could draw 
teachers in to 
vote as 
Republicans 

-Many teachers 
are not 
Republicans, so 
therefore would 
not vote in the 
Republican 
prImary 
-Lacks a deep 
base of voters 

Ortell -Unconventional 
candidate who 
could be seen as 
independent of 
traditional 
Republican 
structure 

-First time 
candidate who 
does not know 
much about 
campaIgnIng 

-Could draw 
unIon 
members to 
vote as 
Republicans 

-Scares off many 
Republican 
voters because of 
unIon 
membership and 
anti-right to work 
stance 
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The Public Relations Plan 

Ober entered the race knowing his toughest hurdle would be the primary. As a 

solidly Republican district, the candidate who won the primary would be sure to win the 

race in November. As a young candidate without the community connections or 

experience of some of his opponents, Ober knew that his path to victory would have to 

include early planning and careful execution. 

After researching his primary opponents and the district, Ober saw an 

opportunity. If he positioned himself a far-right candidate, he would make the other 

candidates look moderate in a district that strongly favored the most conservative 

candidate running. As a very young candidate, however, it took time for Ober to convince 

voters of his creditability. Voters were faced with an issue: Should they vote for the 

candidate they know, even if she is more moderate, or vote for the conservative fresh face 

who is largely an unknown? To convince people to do the latter, Ober followed the 

following positioning objectives: 

>- Awareness: As an unknown candidate, it was essential for Ober to raise his 

name identification. His opponents did not face this problem to the scope that 

Ober did. However, because District 82 included a wide geographic region of 

relatively rural areas, it was difficult to build awareness among all voters. 

Ober knew that most candidates would focus on the district's towns and leave 

rural voters without any kind of profound awareness. Therefore, Ober made a 

key objective to raise awareness of his candidacy as high as possible among 

rural voters. Ober did not, however, set a measurable standard in his 

awareness objective. 
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~ 	Acceptance: Ober might have put the largest emphasis on his acceptance 

objective. Wherever he went or with whomever he was speaking, he 

continually repeated a constant refrain: "1 am the only conservative in this 

race. " This made voters question his opponents and view Ober as someone 

who is grounded in a politically conservative philosophy. Like the awareness 

objective, however, Ober did not make this particularly measurable. 

~ 	Action: In any election, the action objective is seemingly obvious. The 

candidate wants most voters to cast their ballot for him or her. As there were 

four candidates in this race, Ober's action objective needed a plurality of 

votes. 

Ober carefully selected his key publics while campaigning in District 82. In the 

past, many candidates have attempted to grow the electorate to win the election. These 

candidates see new voters as an expanded base of people who could potentially vote for 

them. In 2008, President Obama found enormous success with the new voter public, 

especially with younger voters. As a young candidate, the obvious choice might have 

been to follow this same path. However, Ober deviated decisively and instead decided to 

work within the historical voter norms in Northeast Indiana. These people were much 

more likely to show up on Election Day. Ober also made it a priority to focus on rural 

voters. Voters living in the district's towns and cities were easily reached by competing 

candidates and likely to favor those competitors. According to Ober, "The rural areas 

were up for grabs." While he certainly favored geography over psycho graphics when 

determining his target publics, the "Bedrock America" and "Crossroads Villages" 
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segments do appear to fit nicely into Ober's formula. Both segments enjoy activities such 

as fishing and hunting, which are popular among rural populations. 

As part of an awareness strategy, Ober strived to increase his name identification. 

His first strategy to increase awareness was to get out and personally meet voters. To 

meet voters, he attended community events and went door-to-door. By talking with voters 

and discussing why he was running, Ober was able to secure a connection with them. 

Ober's second strategy was to display grassroots support. If residents of District 82 heard 

about Ober from their neighbors, family, and friends, then they would certainly be more 

aware of his candidacy. Word-of-mouth buzz, Ober hoped, would nlake people curious to 

learn more. The same could be said of a third strategy, which attempted to use media 

relations in order to have voters become more familiar with Ober. By having articles 

about his candidacy and positions appear in the local newspaper, voters trusted what they 

were reading. To create even broader awareness, the canlpaign followed a paid media 

strategy, which allowed more people to hear Ober's name. 

Tactics used within the campaign's awareness strategies include: 

>- Leaflet: A central aid in expanding awareness was Ober's campaign leaflet. This 

leaflet was distributed at political events and when volunteers visited voters at their 

homes. The leaflet was approximately eight inches by tlTIee inches, which makes it 

small enough to handle easily, but still large enough to not get looked over. The front 

of the leaflet has Ober's logo and pictures. Three paragraphs contain his biography, 

with the bold headline, "Life-long resident with strong ties to our community." The 

back of the leaflet describes Ober's stances on four key issues. These issues are 

separated with subheadings and short paragraphs, which makes it excellent for 
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scanning. The bottom of this side includes a web address, phone number, and email 

address that allow voters to learn more about Ober. Once voters know about Ober, 

they are empowered to learn more about him. 

~ Yard signs: Ober's campaign yard signs were simple. They displayed Ober's last 

name in a bright red sans serif typeface against a white background. A slightly 

smaller blue serif typeface read "State Representative," so they knew which race he 

was running in. When voters saw these signs in their neighbor's yards, they became 

aware of the candidate and knew that others support him. Again, from here voters had 

the opportunity to turn this basic awareness into acceptance. 

~ Press releases: Earned media has more creditability than paid media, and is 

therefore more persuasive. However, it is also an excellent tactic to use when you 

need to increase awareness with limited funds. Throughout Ober's campaign, he 

made extensive use of press releases, without sending them out so frequently that they 

simply stopped becoming noteworthy. An excellent example of Ober's media 

relations includes the press releases he sent out in conjunction with filing to run for 

state representative. Before driving the 150 miles down to Indianapolis, Ober sent the 

press release, '"'"Ober to file to appear on May ballot." This release included 

infonnation about when and where he would file, as well as general infonnation 

about the race and the candidate. It served to create awareness among the local 

journalists. Shortly after filing, Ober followed back with a second release, "Ober files 

for 82nd House district." This release included infonnation about his filing, as well as 

the announcement of his campaign slogan, "Let's get back to work." He also included 

a picture of himself filing with popular area State Senator Jim Banks by his side. All 
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of this earned Ober initial press coverage in local newspapers, including a page one 

story in the Albion New Era. His media strategy continued throughout the campaign, 

allowing him to gain awareness without spending money. 

>- Radio advertisements: Local radio advertisen1ents can be a cost-effective tactic for 

increasing awareness. Ober ran two different radio advertisements, both detailing his 

qualifications to be a state representative and positions he has taken that voters likely 

share. One of the advertisements was read by State Senator Jim Banks, which likely 

grabbed the attention of some who might not have been really paying attention to the 

radio. 

Ober put a large emphasis on his acceptance strategies. When competing against 

candidates who have an established base in the community, it is crucial to go beyond 

mere awareness and make sure that voters truly understand why you are a better 

candidate. In his quest to make voters accept that he was the only conservative in the 

race, he strongly utilized a third-party endorsement strategy. By associating himself with 

other people that community members recognized and admired, he would find more 

acceptance and hopefully votes on Election Day. He also followed a thorough direct mail 

strategy, which attempted to convince voters to support Ober by detailing his positions on 

a number of issues. Finally, as a web developer, Ober of course utilized a strong web 

strategy that directed voters to his website in order to learn more about him and his 

positions. 

Tactics used within the campaign's acceptance strategies include: 

>- Endorsement cards: Further into the campaign, as endorsements started to roll in, 

campaign volunteers started to distribute cards that listed the people and 
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organizations that endorsed Ober. The card is simply a quarter sheet of paper, 

with "Vote Dave Ober for District 82 State Representative. Conservative 

Approved!" at the top. Below this are the names and logos of the endorsers. These 

cards were used when going door-to-door and were a key acceptance tactic in 

getting out the word about the endorsements. 

~ Yellow mailers: Ober worked hard to receive the endorsement of the National Rifle 

Association; however, because he had never before held public office and this 

was a primary, he was unsuccessful in his quest. When it endorses a candidate, 

the NRA mails small orange cards to voters, urging them to support a candidate 

because of their stance of second amendment rights. Ober decided to replicate 

their tactics, mailing small yellow cards to voters that described his position on 

gun-related issues and included his endorsement from the Hoosier Gun Owners 

PAC. Even though the card was small, it had a powerful effect on voters who 

were accustomed to receiving the orange cards from the NRA. 

y Newsletter mentions: When endorsed by an organization, Ober wanted to make 

sure that its menlbers knew about the endorsement so that they could accept him 

as their choice candidate. One way he did this was to make sure that he was 

mentioned in their newsletter. An example of this was his inclusion in the Allen 

COlmty Right to Life newsletter. He was included in the list of endorsed 

candidates and his responses to their questionnaire were on the following page. 

y Letters from endorsers: Throughout the campaign, Ober's campaign mailed two 

separate letters form state senators in the area. Letters arrived in voter mailboxes 

from State Senators Jim Banks and Carlin Yoder. They both wrote about, "how 
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hard it is to find people who share our values," and how Ober was just the person 

to pick to send to Indianapolis because of his "pro-growth and pro-family" 

agenda. This acceptance tactic helped reinforce that Ober is good choice to be 

their state representative. 

>- Mass emails: Ober also shared his endorsements through an established email list. 

Because recipients were already on the email list.itis likely that they were 

already at least aware of his candidacy. However, by receiving emails from Ober, 

they learned more about his conservative positions and were more likely to accept 

him as their candidate. These emails discussed his positions on issues and helped 

share his endorsements. 

>- Large mailers: Throughout the campaign, Ober sent out three larger mailers, two 

of which had a strong acceptance purpose. The first had the campaign logo, a 

large picture of an adorable baby, and said, "When it came to her mom making a 

choice, the only choice was life." The back of this mailer succinctly details Ober's 

pro-life position and shows the logos of pro-life organizations that supported him. 

The second mailer had the campaign logo and a picture of the "Taxpayer 

Protection Pledge" that Ober filled out and signed, pledging to oppose all tax 

increases. The back of this mailer again succinctly discusses Ober's fiscally 

conservative position and his endorsements. While most voters likely threw these 

mailers away in seconds, some likely glanced at them and remembered that Ober 

is pro-life and fiscally conservative. 

>- Website: Ober's website, davidober.us, is simple and user friendly. When voters 

visit the homepage, they are greeted with a picture of Ober, his campaign logo, 

http:davidober.us
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and slogan, "Let's get back to work." From there they can choose different tabs, 

depending on what they need to know to accept him as their candidate. These tabs 

include topics such as "Meet David," "Issues," and "Endorsements." As a 

relatively rural district, many voters might not use the Internet to build their 

acceptance. However, those that did certainly found a tactic that taught them more 

about the candidate. 

Finally, Ober needed to get his supporters to the polls. This is where his action 

strategies came into play. Awareness and acceptance are great, but people ultimately 

must vote for it to count. To get people to the polls, Ober continued his direct mail 

strategy. This strategy was designed to remind people that it was time to vote. Yet, 

there was certainly the strong possibility that this could get lost in the mass of 

advertisements just prior to Election Day. This is why Ober supplen1ented this with a 

personal contact strategy. When people hear directly from others supporting a 

candidate and that person asks you to vote, it is likely that you will remember to take 

action. 

Tactics used within the campaign's action strategies include: 

~ Large mailer: This mailer looks quite a bit like the other mailers. However, this 

one is different because it contains strong calls to action instead of just 

acceptance. The front of the mailer shows a picture of Ronald Reagan and the 

words, "Before you vote on Tuesday, trust but verify." It reinforces that Ober is 

the only candidate who shares voters' values, but goes beyond that by reminding 

voters that "now is the time for choosing." It places voters into a position where 

they realize that now is the time to take action and vote their values. 
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~ Phone calls: Phone banking is a staple of political campaigning. Calls can do a 

number of things, such as identifying supporters, convincing them to support a 

candidate, and n1aking sure they do in deed show up to vote. Each type of call was 

made for Ober, but the get-out-the-vote calls might have been the most powerful. 

One script first identified which candidate the voter was supporting. If they said 

Ober, then they were enthusiastically reminded to vote on May 8. 

~ Precinct worker instructions: When voters walk into the polls, they likely know 

how they are voting for races at the top of the ballot. The major election in the 

May 2012 Republican primary was certainly the U.S Senate race. However, some 

people were likely not certain who they would vote for in the state representative 

race as they walked into the polls. This is why Ober prepared careful instruction 

for volunteers to follow as they stood outside precincts, greeting voters. These 

instructions taught volunteers where to stand, where to place yard signs, how to 

speak with voters, what to wear, and what to offer them. As the instructions point 

out, "Remember at all times that you represent David Ober to the voting public at 

your polling location." In a political world where face-to-face interactions are all 

too often replaced with mass communication, this tactic certainly connected with 

voters. 

Evaluation of Effectiveness 

A successful candidate will reflect the values of his or her district and embody 

their concerns. In the tone of his race, Ober was successful in relating to voters, knowing 

the dynan1ics of the psychographic groups prevalent among his voters. Most voters in 
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District 82 live in rural areas and are decidedly working-class. Their families enJoy 

outdoor activities and are independently minded. The people here are conservatives who 

vote for Republicans, but not necessarily the establishment candidate. By positioning 

himself as a the independently minded conservative who was a lifelong resident of the 

rural area, he made himself sound like he was "one of them." As a 25-year-old candidate, 

this could have been a challenge, but Ober made it look simple. By making his slogan, 

"Let's get back to work," he played on the issues that matter most to working-class 

people. In short, Ober positioned himself perfectly for his district. 

The most effective portion of Ober's campaign was his third-party acceptance 

strategy. As a relatively unknown candidate going up against opponents who had been 

involved in the community as long as Ober had been alive, he needed to communicate his 

creditability quickly in order to gain traction. Yet, he did not communicate an 

endorsement from just anyone. Ober identified with whom con1munity members 

identified most and which organizations' missions were important to them. As the 

psychographic information shows, voters enjoy outdoor activities like hunting. That is 

why Ober communicated his endorsement from the Hoosier Gun Owners PAC and his 

top ranking status from the NRA. His tactics, such as newsletters and endorsement cards, 

were cheap ways to spread news about these endorsements out to voters. Mimicking the 

NRA's tactics with the yellow card was very creative and likely made some people 

assume that the NRA endorsed him in the race. 

Equally impressive were Ober's get-out-the-vote action strategies, in particular the 

one that focused on personal contact. People respond to other people. By recognizing this 

and realizing that many people likely were undecided as Election Day approached, 
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campaign volunteers contacted voters through the phone and outside precincts because 

the knew just a small action at the right time could have a large influence in the results. 

From an analytical perspective, Ober seemed to run the perfect race. Going in, he 

knew he would always be the underdog. Yet, he never let himself get too bogged down in 

the enormity of the challenge and instead kept focused on one task at a time. With careful 

planning and a head start in campaigning, Ober proved that voters will sometimes listen 

to even the most unconventional of candidates. In part because of his excellent public 

relations strategies and tactics, Ober won his primary election on May 8 and his general 

election on November 6. After more than a year and a half of campaigning, David Ober 

will be the youngest member of the Indiana General Assembly. 

Candidate 3: Brad Oliver for State Representative, District 34 

Where is District 34 

District 34 is a compact district. Existing completely within the city limits of 

Muncie, this East Central Indiana district comprises the urban popUlation of most of 

Center Township and a small portion of Hamilton Township in Delaware County. Riggin 

Road acts as most of the district's northern border. The eastern boarder juts through the 

city, with Sciscoe Road acting as part of this boarder. Fuson Road makes up the entire 

southern border, while Morrison Road makes up a substantial section of the district's 

western border. Ball State University's campus is located completely within the district 

("Indiana House of Representatives"). 
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District 34 Demographics 

Statistically, Muncie appears to be a very typical Hoosier city. The city IS 

predominately Caucasian, at 84 percent. However, there is also a strong black population, 

at 10.9 percent, which is 1.8 percent higher than the Indiana average. Only 1.2 percent of 

Muncie citizens are of Asian decent, which is less than the state average. At 2.2 percent, 

fewer foreign-born citizens live in Muncie than the state average as well. While Muncie 

is a forn1erly industrialized city, it would be wrong to conclude that its population is older 

than average. In fact, the 13 percent of Muncie citizens who are over 65 years old is 

identical to the state average. However, it might be accurate to say this city is not 

necessarily young, either. Only 17.8 percent of people in this city are 18 years old or 

younger. This is dramatically lower than the state average of 24.8 percent. From this 

information it likely would be accurate to conjecture that the majority of the voting 

population in District 34 is middle-aged and Caucasian. 

Even though Muncie is home to a large state university, Muncie citizens are less 

educated than most Hoosiers. Only 79.7 percent of people in Muncie graduated from high 

school. This might sound like a substantial figure, but the state average in this category is 

87 percent. Following this same trend, only 21.1 percent of Muncie citizens have 

obtained at least a bachelor's degree. This likely correlates with the lower median 

household income in Muncie. Muncie's median household income is $29,881, while 

Indiana's average is $44,613. Additionally, many people in Muncie are considered 

impoverished. The "person below poverty level" in Muncie is at 30.4 percent, while the 

state average is substantially lower at 13.5 percent ("Muncie (city), Indiana"). 
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District 34 Psychographics 

As a college town, Muncie is home to a clash of cultures. College students and 

recent graduates seen1 to fit within the "City Startups" and "New Beginnings" categories. 

'"City Startups" are noted for their large collection of young residents, bars, and cafes, 

while those in the "New Beginnings" segment are modest city-dwellers in transition. 

These segments at times clash with older, more established segments ("47306: ZIP Code 

Look-Up"). "Crossroads Villagers," for example, include people who are self-reliant high 

school graduates who hunt and garden to put food on their tables. The "Mobility Blues" 

segment is ethically diverse, but its members often lead modest lives due to their limited 

salaries. This group often finds entertainment by going to movies. The "Suburban 

Pioneers" segment is n1ade of working-class residents and eclectic neighborhoods. 

Between Muncie's population of students, diverse city-dwellers, and self-reliant workers, 

a candidate running in this city must appeal to a wide range of psychographic groups in 

order to be elected ("47303: ZIP Code Look-Up"). 

District 34 Political Snapshot 

In 2008, Delaware County voted decisively for Democrat Barack Obama. While 

Obama only won Indiana by 0.9 percent of the vote, he won Delaware County by 14.9 

percentage points. Oban1a received 56.9 percent of the vote, while his Republican 

opponent John McCain received 42 percent ("Indiana President Map"). 

In 2010, House District 34 also selected the Democratic candidate. Through 

Indiana's 2011 redistricting process, the district remained in Muncie. Incumbent 

Democrat candidate Dennis Tyler won by with 62.4 percent of the vote, while 
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Republican challenger John Tuttle received 37.6 percent. These results suggest a strong 

advantage to Democratic candidates in District 34 ("2010 Indiana Election Report"). 

Candidate Information 

Brad Oliver is a candidate with a distinct background. As the Republican 

candidate for Indiana House District 34, Oliver sets himself apart from both his opponent 

and other Republicans with his extensive background in education. An educator by trade, 

Oliver ean1ed his first degree in elementary education from Marshall University in West 

Virginia. He started teaching and returned to Indiana, earning a doctorate in educational 

leadership and supervision and curriculum studies from Ball State University. In the 

educational leadership field, Oliver first made his mark at the Twin Lakes School 

Corporation, a rural district in Monticello, Indiana. He was the principal of Oaklawn 

Elementary School, where he created a successful Parent-Teacher Organization and 

oversaw academic improvement in mathematics and language arts courses. His success in 

this job propelled him to become the assistant superintendent for the school corporation, 

where among other things he was responsible for two million dollars in grants. He was 

next afforded the opportunity to move to Muncie Community School, a larger district 

with different challenges, as its director of professional services. Here he continued work 

on grants, but also gained responsibility for helping the district to meet state and federal 

accountability requirements and designing a successful professional development 

program that helped district teachers renew their teacher licenses. 

Oliver has since moved onto higher education at Indiana Wesleyan University, 

where he has served as the director of the master of education program and currently 
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serves as the associate dean of the School of Educational Leadership. He currently serves 

on the Indiana Professional Standards Advisory Board, where he helps pass new content 

areas for teaching standards. Since retuDling to Muncie, Oliver has become an active 

member of the community. In 2006, he completed the Delaware County Community 

Leadership Program. He works on outreach ministries for the Bridge Community Church 

and volunteers for the Muncie Mission and Habitat for Humanity. Oliver is married and 

has three children ("Brad Oliver"). 

About the Race 

Political races obviously do not exist in vacuums. The 2012 primary and general 

election races in District 34 took place in a Muncie political scene fraught with factions. 

Because the Democratic Delaware County Central Committee requires its elected 

officials to contribute a portion of their salary to the county party, some Democrats have 

separated and formed what is called the "Team Democrats," who run without the backing 

of the official party. Republicans also face similar problems with divisions. After the 

2011 municipal elections, many disaffected Delaware County Republicans no longer 

supported the county's Republican Central Committee. 

Brad Oliver's path to the Republican nomination was fairly straightforward. No 

Republican ran in the primary, which led him to approach the Delaware County Central 

Committee to run. Oliver's general election opponent, Sue Errington, however, first had 

to win her party's nomination in a competitive primary, where she earned 53 percent of 

the vote. Errington ran against David Walker and Karen Brand. Brand earned less than 

four percent of the vote, meaning the best she could do was act a spoiler in this primary 
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race. Walker's 43 percent of the vote, however, was substantial. As the Democratic 

candidate backed by the county's central committee in the primary, his supporters were 

key if Errington hoped to defeat Oliver in the general election ("2012 Indiana Election 

Report"). 

In the end, Errington cruised to considerable victory over Oliver. She received 

67.6 percent of the vote, while Oliver walked away with only 32.4 percent of the vote 

("State Representative: Election Results"). 

SWOT Analysis 

Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats 
Oliver -Strong 

background in 
education. 
-Experience 
working in the 
community as a 
grant writer and 
volunteer. 
-Strong 
professional 
background. 
-Attempting to 
organize strong 
grassroots 
campaign. 

-First time 
candidate who 
lacks 
expenence 
campaignIng. 
-Substantially 
lacks name 
identification 
within the 
district. 
-Some 
education 
positions cause 
trouble with 
Republicans 
within the 
district. 

-Lacked a 
pnmary, so 
should have 
donors who 
have not 
already spent 
their 
maXImums. 
-Self-reliant 
message could 
resonate with 
"Crossroads 
Villagers" 
psychographic 
segment. 
-Community 
has almost no 
perception of 
him, so he 
really has 
nowhere to go 
but up. 

-Muncie has 
strong 
Democrat-
leanings. 
-Modest 
psychographic 
background of 
district 
residents would 
appear to be 
against Oliver. 
-Large number 
of 
impoverished 
residents would 
appear against 
this candidate. 

Errington -Very strong 
name 
identification in 
the district. 
-Extensive 

-Coming off a 
loss in 2010 in 
Indiana Senate 
race. 
-Race is in 

-Muncie has a 
large 
population of 
people in 
poverty. Her 

-Could be seen 
as too Iiberal 
(Example: She 
is formerly the 
public policy 
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community 
involvement. 
- Formally 
served in 
Indiana Senate. 
-Ball State 
offers volunteer 
base of 
students. 

Indiana's 
conservative 6th 

District, which 
could make 
fundraising 
difficult. 

message on this 
issue would 
resonate with 
this population. 
-Ethnically 
diverse 
population 
would appear to 
swing her way. 

director for 
Planned 
Parenthood). 
-Must unite a 
fractured 
Democratic 
Party after a 
divisive 
prImary. 

The Public Relations Plan 

Because Oliver started his campaign after the primary, he lacked organization 

early in the race. This included a lack of printed campaign materials. However, Oliver 

lTIoved swiftly to catch up, bringing on committee co-chairs at the end of August. 

Through a short period of time, the Oliver campaign built a public relations plan that they 

hoped would allow them to reach their overall goal of vvinning the election. They hoped 

to do this through careful positioning objectives such as: 

>- Awareness: Primarily, before informing voters about Oliver, the campaign had to 

make sure that people knew who he was. As a first time candidate and relative 

unknown taking on an established political figure, this presented an initial 

challenge that might have been impossible to overcome. Yet, the campaign still 

had the objective of raising the candidate's awareness in the community at a bare 

minimum to above 50 percent by November 6. Even within this objective, in 

order to be successful, all of this awareness had to be positive if it was just at 50 

percent. Because Muncie is a Democratic-leaning city, a completely positive 

perception appears nearly impossible. Therefore, the real percentage must actually 

be significantly higher. 
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» Acceptance: The Oliver campaign strived to position Oliver as the candidate who 

was the established leader. Once the campaign created awareness, they had to 

convince people to accept that Oliver was the only candidate in the race running 

on a "track record of working with diverse individuals to complete challenging 

tasks." Their key messages here are "results-oriented leadership" and "time for 

results." Campaign leaders worked under the assumption that if voters thought of 

Oliver as an independent leader, they would be more likely to vote for him. 

Therefore, establishing acceptance of at least 50 percent that Oliver was a strong 

leader by November 6 was an equally important objective. 

» Action: While awareness and acceptance are needed in a political campaign, the 

ultimate objective must be action. On November 6, Oliver needed more than 50 

percent of voters in District 34 to cast their ballot for him if he hoped to reach his 

goal of winning the election. 

While the campaign's objectives are interesting, it is equally interesting to see 

what they did not set as their objectives. In a politically divisive city, Oliver made clear 

attempts to disassociate himself from party labels. His printed and online campaign 

materials lacked any mention of Democrats or Republicans, but they were full of 

references to leadership and ideas. While this might run counter to many races in other 

parts of the state, it seemed to run parallel to the campaign's awareness objective of 

establishing Oliver simply as a leader. 

The key publics that Oliver's campaign attempted to reach are equally interesting. 

They worked hardest to reach "young and emerging adults," primarily between the ages 
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of 18 and 26. It appears that he was keying into the "City Struiups" and "New 

Beginnings" segments that are prevalent in Muncie. Oliver saw these psychographic 

groups as college students and recent graduates who were "concerned about whether or 

not their college education will culminate in their ability to be gainfully employed." He 

also targeted pro-life Denlocrats and Republicans and female voters, "particularly those 

who seek to have a leader represent them." Within this segment of female voters, Oliver 

was particularly interested in female small business owners and entrepreneurs. Since 

Hoosier voters trend socially conservative, targeting pro-life voters seems to make sense, 

especially as his opponent had a liberal background on social issues. Targeting female 

business owners, however, might not have given him a broad reach, especially when 

many people in the city are struggling to make ends meet. Oliver's key publics appear to 

completely overlook the "Mobility Blues" and "Suburban Pioneer" psychographic 

segments. 

Oliver practiced a proactive strategy to create awareness, acceptance, and action. 

In order to create awareness, the campaign primarily attended special events and placed 

grassroots signage carefully. The grassroots signage strategy is common for many 

campaigns. By placing yard signs throughout the district, name identification increases. 

Many candidates also participate in special events by walking in parades and attending 

community events; Oliver certainly did this. However, he also took this strategy a step 

further by hosting his own event. "Comedy Night with John Branyan" could be viewed 

simply as a campaign fundraiser. Branyan, a nationally-known Christian comedian, 

performed for free in order to help raise money for Oliver, who is a friend. Yet, the event 

was also framed as an event that aimed to raise the candidate's profile in Muncie. 
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Tactics used within the campaign's awareness strategies include: 

> 	Yard signs: Oliver's yard signs were blue and white, prominently displaying 

"Oliver, State Representative, District 34." All of this writing was clear and could 

be read at a glance while driving. The sign was branded with the campaign logo, 

which replaced the dot over the i with star. The most interesting aspects of the 

sign were certainly the color and the lack of party identification. By making it 

blue, people who are unaware of the race might have thought that Oliver was a 

Democrat. This decision to deemphasize party could confuse many voters. 

However, it supported the campaign's approach to emphasize leadership, not 

party. 

> 	Business card: When Oliver talked with voters at conlmunity events, he handed 

them his business card. This full color card included the campaign logo, the key 

message "Time for Results," Oliver's picture, and contact infonnation. This 

included his website and Facebook link. The card's purpose was to keep Oliver 

fresh in voters' minds after they nlet him and strove to move them closer to the 

next objective, acceptance. 

> 	Banner: A large banner reading "Oliver, State Representative, District 30, Time 

for Results" was used primarily during parades to infonn attendees about the 

candidate. Like the yard sign, the banner was also blue and prominently displayed 

Oliver's picture. By continuing the branding established on other campaign 

artifacts, the campaign clearly attempted to increase candidate awareness. In this 

type of setting, creating acceptance or action is a challenge. 
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~ 	Door hanger: To promote "Comedy Night with John Branyan," the Oliver 

campaign printed full color door hangers to distribute while walking door-to-door 

and at Republican events. The front displays a large picture of Branyan and a logo 

for the event. Interestingly, the logo was red and shared no resemblance to 

Oliver's campaign logo. The back displayed more pictures of Branyan, logistical 

information, and quick response (QR) codes to video, map, and ticket links. The 

QR codes were a creative touch that could have been effective for younger voters. 

What is most significant here, though, was a complete lack of Oliver's campaign 

branding. This door hanger looked completely different than anything else 

produced by the campaign. Therefore, while this event possibly could have been 

an excellent fundraiser, it failed to realize its full potential as part of the 

awareness objective. 

The campaign also worked hard to build acceptance that Oliver is a "results 

oriented leader" who will work in a bipartisan manner to help solve the community's 

problems. Because acceptance is harder to achieve than awareness, it typically takes more 

time and information to achieve this objective. Therefore, the strategies used to reach this 

objective included door-to-door campaigns and creating a strong online presence. Both 

strategies allow voters to take time to learn about the candidate's positions on issues and 

make a decision. Door-to-door strategies, in particular, involve voters actually meeting a 

volunteer from the campaign who often can answer questions and engage in discourse 

about the race. Creating an online presence, however, is perfect for the type of voter who 

enjoys conducting his or her own research. 

Tactics used within the campaign's acceptance strategies include: 
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~ 	Leaflet: One of the first pieces the can1paign produced was a large 12.5 x 5.5 inch 

leaflet. The front included the campaign logo, pictures, and ways to connect 

online with the campaign. This side also included nine bullet points, each with 

simple information intended to quickly introduce the reader to the candidate. 

Since many people receiving this leaflet only spent seconds looking at it, this 

feature facilitated scanning and quick information absorption. The backside of the 

leaflet, however, included more detailed information about three issues: 

"Improving Education," "The Economy and Fiscal Responsibility," and "Child 

Welfare." As someone with a deep background in education, it makes sense that 

Oliver emphasized education and child welfare. Economic issues were also 

popularly discussed throughout this election cycle, making this issue equally 

sensible to include. However, the detailed information in these paragraphs only 

appealed to the select voter took minutes, instead of seconds, to look at the leaflet. 

As this type of voter is certainly scarce, it might have been more effective for 

Oliver to utilize bullet points on this section as well. However, the leaflet is a 

good example of a piece of campaign literature designed to increase candidate 

acceptance. 

~ 	 Website: The campaign's website, BradOliver2012.com, was welcoming. 

Immediately after bringing up the website, visitors could recognize the use of the 

key message "Time for Results," the can1paign logo, and strong use of a blue 

color scheme. The use of campaign branding let candidates know that they had 

reached an official campaign website. Without needing to scroll, visitors were 

presented with options such as signing up for email updates from the campaign, 

http:BradOliver2012.com
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learning more about the candidate, reading more about the issues, and of course 

participating directly in the campaign through volunteering or donating. The 

website included videos and did a nice job including information that most voters 

would be looking for when considering how to cast their vote. 

~ 	Social media: The Oliver campaign took an active role on Facebook, posting 

content at least once each day. Social media is often disregarded as a medium for 

the young, but statistics show substantial growth across age ranges, including 28 

million users over the age of 45 on Facebook. Content posted to the page included 

pictures at events, information about Oliver's positions on issues, and procedural 

information such as how to register to vote. When acting as an acceptance tactic, 

the Facebook page introduced voters to Oliver's message of results-oriented 

leadership and continued to reinforce the message the longer users stayed engaged 

with the page. While the page was maintained well, it lacked the reach necessary 

to spread acceptance through out the district. At the time of this writing, Oliver's 

campaIgn had 205 "likes," while Errington had a substantially higher 1,223 

"likes." 

While increasing awareness and creating acceptance were important, getting 

supporters to take action was the most vital objective if the campaign ultimately hoped to 

beat Errington. First, Oliver needed supporters to donate to his campaign. The campaign 

attempted to raise funds through an online donation drive. By collecting numerous online 

donations, the campaign hoped to have sufficient funds to spread its message to voters. 

Second, careful get-out-the-vote strategies included contacting identified supporters and 

reminding them to vote, whether it be absentee or in person. 
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Tactics used within the campaign's action strategies include: 

~ 	 Social media: For this campaign, social media acted as both an acceptance and 

an action tactic. As an action tactic, the campaign's Facebook page helped 

people discover ways they could help Oliver. Once users connected with the 

page, they received daily reminders concerning how to take action. By Election 

Day, the limited group connected to the page surely knew what they had to do. 

The campaign also created a "Social Media Rapid Results Team." Here, the 

campaign helped supporters spread their message through social n1edia channels. 

While this was an excellent idea in theory, in practice it appears that it failed to 

gain momentum. 

~ 	Email marketing: While infrequent, the campaign sent out emails to supporters 

that were generally effective. They built their list through opt-ins on the 

campaign website, which meant that people who were receiving the messages 

generally already accepted them. The campaign's first email, sent on September 

3, had a subject line that left son1ething to be desired: "Oliver for State 

Representative - HD #34." Yet, by breaking down the content of the message 

into a numbered list, supporters quickly learned more about how they could take 

action to help Oliver. Later emails throughout the campaign typically followed 

the same pattern. While the emails lacked a certain level of professionalism seen 

in many campaign emails (email template, donate buttons, graphics, etc.), they 

had an authenticity that professional emailssometimeslack.Yet.this means that 

the campaign likely struggled in fundraising directly from the emails. 
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> 	Donation pages: Almost all political campaIgns are turning to the Internet to 

efficiently raise needed campaign funds. Oliver utilized Piryx, a popular online 

fundraising platform. This online donation service allows for easy integration 

into websites and social n1edia pages. It also hosts the donation pages, removing 

the need to worry about creating secure pages within their website. Because of 

Piryx's variety of features, the campaign was able to integrate a donation 

application into Oliver's Facbeook page. This service increased the functionality 

of the campaign's social media usage and helped further the online fundraising 

strategy. 

Evaluation of Effectiveness 

From its beginning, the Oliver campaIgn was runnIng behind. Oliver lacked 

funds, name recognition, and any strong base of support. With the strong Democratic 

advantage in the district, the race was his opponent's to lose, and she ran a campaign 

without many problems. She was able to easily raise funds, had name recognition from 

her time as a state senator, and had a strong base of liberal Den10crats in Muncie to 

utilize. Oliver's first major misstep with his campaign was selecting his target publics. In 

a place like District 34, all candidates must target working-class and low-income voters. 

These would be the "Mobility Blues" and the "Suburban Pioneers" segments. Instead, 

Oliver spent substantial time targeting "young and emerging adults," female small 

business owners, and pro-life voters. While all three publics certainly exist within the 

district, together they would not be able to put him over the top. They do not amount for 

significant psychographic or demographic groups within the district. 
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Oliver also had significant problems raISIng awareness of his candidacy. 

Substantial time and effort was put into "Comedy Night with John Branyan" to make sure 

that it would be a success. While it might have raised some funds for the campaign, it 

failed to reach its full potential as an awareness event because it was not associated with 

the campaign as well as it could have been. By using the campaign's branding and 

perhaps changing the name of the event to reflect the fact that it was a campaign

sanctioned event, it might have gained media attention. Instead, it wasted substantial 

resources in a time where the campaign needed to focus on increasing name identification 

and connecting with voters. 

While Oliver clearly had a problem connecting with voters beyond his many 

door-to-door trips, his message was somewhat effective. If a Republican is going to 

succeed in Democratic stronghold like Muncie, he or she must draw a significant number 

of votes from Democrats. To do this, the candidate must have a bipartisan and moderate 

message. After all, voters typically need a good reason if they are going to break away 

from their typical voting habits. Oliver presented himself as a candidate with "results

oriented leadership" experience and someone who has a history of working with different 

people. A Republican with his extensive education background is certainly unique. 

Conventional wisdom might have said that Oliver had a chance to win votes from 

Democrats who were dissatisfied with the party's choice in the primary. However, 

because of Errington's successful appeal to disaffected Democrats, the predominance of 

straight ticket voting, and Oliver's failure to really create acceptance for his bipartisan 

message, he failed to generate the level of support needed to win the election. In the 

general election it was, after all, always Errington's race to lose. 
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Conclusion 

Elections are powerful. By coming together, neighbors choose their leaders and 

chart a course for the future. Through examining both winning and losing campaigns in 

different communities throughout the state, similarities abound. Since all the candidates 

profiled are Republicans, they had similar messages. Schneider positioned himself as a 

reason-bound candidate who was tackling the big issues, and Oliver poised himself as a 

results-oriented candidate who had a track record of solving problems. Even Ober, who 

rhetorically ran to the right of both n1en, talked about big issues and pledged his 

dedication to protecting taxpayers. United by their similar messages, all of the campaigns 

created objectives that fit well into the awareness, acceptance, and action structure of any 

public relations plan. Each campaign needed to increase its name identification and basic 

awareness of its message. Creating acceptance was a little harder, and each campaign 

noticeably used different tactics to create it. All three campaigns had strong web sites that 

gave detailed information about the candidates' backgrounds and positions, but the 

similarities start to wane there. Schneider relied heavily upon giving more information 

about his positions with mailers and television advertisements, while Ober used printed 

materials to associate himself with popular third-party organizations within the district. 

Oliver also distributed information about his positions to create acceptance, but he was 

necessarily vague and continued to rely on phrases such as "results-oriented leadership" 

because of the overwhelming Democratic leanings of the district. Political campaigns are 

known for their get out the vote, or GOTV, action strategies, and no campaign 

disappointed here. All three campaigns utilized basic door-to-door and phone banking 

tactics; however, they also took it one step further. Schneider and Oliver used social 
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media to stay connected with voters, and Ober sent out mailers, reminding targeted voters 

to head to the polls. 

As the polls closed and the ballots were counted, Schneider and Ober received 

more votes than their opponents, while Oliver fell short. Yet, as demonstrated in the 

introduction, campaigns are more than just the sum of their votes. They are active 

creatures, evolving and staying connected with voters through the months leading up to 

Election Day. Looking through this lens, all of the campaigns were successful because 

they analyzed their voters, developed strong messages, and communicated with the 

electorate. By simply changing the formula and staying energized, all of the candidates 

could have won. Yet, sometimes the results ultimately come down to the makeup of the 

district. For Schneider and Ober, the makeup was favorable. For Oliver, it was not. 
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The Take Away 

Developing and writing my thesis has been a process of growth. Through my time 

at Ball State, I have had the opportunity to volunteer and work with several campaigns, 

where I have gained practical knowledge that I sure will help me in my future. Yet, I 

never had a chance to fulfill a public relations role for any of the campaigns. As a public 

relations major who hopes to carve out a future somewhere in political comn1unication, I 

knew I wanted to relate my required honors thesis to this topic that I have brushed up 

against for years. I started this project with a rudimentary understanding of politics and 

communication as separate disciplines; I have finished it with a tangible product that that 

fuses them together. 

What campaigns say and how they say it depends entirely on the district. While 

some practices such as putting up yard signs seem to be a standard operating procedure 

across Indiana, most things are not. Why did Ober use so much direct mail, while 

Schneider hit the television airwaves? The answer sits directly with the voters. More 

people than the state average own their own home in rural House District 82. Dropping a 

mail piece throughout the district is an efficient way to reach voters. Urban and suburban 

voters in Senate District 30 are very active, so they really do not have time to thoroughly 

sit down and read something like a direct mail piece. They may, however, have time to 

catch a few seconds of a television comn1ercial in the evening between making dinner 

and paying the bills. Sometimes, however, no matter what you say, you are not going to 

be able to win over voters, simply because of the makeup of the district. Oliver in House 

District 34 is perhaps the perfect example. More than 30 percent of Muncie citizens are 

impoverished, and many more have union backgrounds, even though industry has largely 
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left the area. No matter how much Oliver talked about his "results-oriented leadership" or 

distanced hin1self from party labels, only a miracle would have allowed him to win that 

race. 

While other factors like fundraising certainly impact how a campaIgn 

communicates, no factor impacts how a campaIgn communicates more than the 

demographic, psychographic, and political n1akeup of the district. The voters are more 

important than the candidate. Perhaps this reality is a win for democracy and the power of 

the American voter. 
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